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Dark Sectors

Standard Model

?
Mp � 1 GeV

Our thinking has shifted

From a single, stable very weakly 
interacting particle .....

(WIMP, axion)

...to a hidden world 
with multiple states, 

new interactions
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Intervention of Data

Standard Model

Complex!
?

Mp � 1 GeV

Data has helped us think about the dark 
sector in a fundamentally new way

DAMA, PAMELA, Fermi, CoGeNT ....
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STRUCTURE!

Standard Model
Mp � 1 GeV Could be complex!

Multiple resonances

Dark forces and dark 
Higgs mechanismInaccessibility
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Access

DarkVisible

Higgs

New electroweak states

New light, weakly coupled mediators

Heavier than electroweak states

Energy, cosmic

Energy, intensity, cosmic

Intensity, cosmic

Intensity, cosmic

Heavy or Weakly Coupled

Anything! Perhaps we should make many 
fishing expeditions?
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Fishing Expeditions

• Of course, they should be well-motivated
• Well-motivated physics need not lie 

along the line of a few ideas
• What are the top few priorities in each 

frontier for fishing expedition type 
explorations?
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What is Meant by a 
Fishing Expedition?

• Not simply going to higher energies, 
more intense beams, bigger DM 
detectors (though these existing projects 
can have some fishing sub-expeditions)

• Many smaller scale experiments 
designed to improve sensitivity by 
many orders of magnitude on 
qualitatively different types of physics, 
with a clear discovery capability
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Fishing Expeditions

• Characterized by creativity and 
entrepreneurial emphasis

• Such expeditions exist, and I will 
review a few of the efforts in each 
frontier

• Often lost by focus on large programs
• Is this a important piece of revitalizing 

the US program?
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Fishing Expeditions

• Note that dividing things into “energy, 
cosmic, and intensity” frontiers can be 
antithetical to this way of thinking if we 
focus only on a couple of big programs

• Nevertheless, some things manage to 
survive

• More should be supported
• Examples from “the frontiers”
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1. Energy

Standard Model
Mp � 1 GeV

Only worry about
Production rates
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1. Energy

Standard Model
Mp � 1 GeV Hidden Valley

Could be complex!

Multiple resonances

Dark Sectors make 
life rich at a collider!

Dark Sectors 
complicate life 
at a collider
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1. Energy

• Targeted searches with simplified 
topologies 4

of SUSY partners. At colliders, in the case of R-parity
conservation [2], superpartners are produced in pairs and
decay to the SM particles and the lightest superpartner
(LSP). The LSP is a stable, weakly interacting particle,
and can not be detected in collider detectors.

Recently, these models were called upon to explain the
results of several cosmic ray detection experiments [3, 4].
Taken together with other experiments, including new
results from Fermi/LAT [5], there is evidence of an ex-
cess of high energy positrons and no excessive produc-
tion of anti-protons or photons. The excess can be at-
tributed [6] to the dark matter particles annihilating into
pairs of new light gauge bosons, dark photons, which
are force carriers in the hidden sector. The dark pho-
ton mass can not be much larger than 1 GeV to give
rise to Sommerfeld enhancement [7] of the dark matter
annihilation cross section, and not to decay into neu-
tral pions and/or baryons. The masses of the hidden
sector states are also around 1 GeV, with mass split-
ting around MeV, thus providing a possible explana-
tion of the DAMA [8] signal through ”inelastic Dark
Matter” scenarios. Dark photons decay through mix-
ing with photons into SM fermions with branching frac-
tions that can be calculated from the measurements [9]
of R = �(e+e� ! hadrons)/�(e+e� ! µ+µ�), and
strongly depend on the dark photon mass. For dark
photon masses (m

�D ) below the dimuon threshold of
' 200 MeV, only decays into electrons are possible. For
m

�D ' 0.5 GeV the decay rates into electrons and muons
are approximately 40% each. The lowest value of the lep-
tonic branching (3.7%) occurs if the dark photon mass is
accidentally equal to that of the � meson.

In this Letter we will follow the phenomenological sce-
nario developed in [10]. A diagram of a possible process
at the Fermilab Tevatron Collider is shown in Figure 1.
Gauginos are pair produced and decay into SM parti-
cles and the lightest neutral gaugino (neutralino, �̃0

1),
which in turn decays with comparable branching ratios
into either a hidden sector darkino X̃ (which is the LSP),
and a photon, or into darkino and a dark photon (�

D

).
Hadronic dark photon decays are overwhelmed by SM jet
backgrounds. Thus, we only consider dark photon de-
cays into isolated electron or muon pairs. Both darkinos
escape detection and result in large missing transverse
energy (E/

T

). The branching fraction of the neutralino
into the dark photon, B = Br(�̃0

1 ! �
D

X̃), is a free pa-
rameter of the model. If it is small, the decays into a
photon dominate, and signature is the same as of GMSB
SUSY [11] with the neutralino as next-to-lightest super-
partner (NLSP). Larger values of B give rise to events
where one of the two neutralinos decays into a dark pho-
ton, resulting in a final state with one photon, two spa-
tially close (and therefore not satisfying traditional iso-
lation requirements) leptons and large E/

T

.
This Letter describes a search for this, so far unex-

plored, final state in pp̄ collisions at a center of mass

FIG. 1: One of the diagrams giving rise to the events with
a photon, dark photon (�D), and large missing energy due to
escaping darkinos (X̃) at the Fermilab Tevatron Collider.

energy of 1.96 TeV recorded by the D0 detector [12]
at the Fermilab Tevatron Collider. As is described be-
low, our search is optimized for low dark photon masses,
m

�D < 2.5 GeV. Note that it is also sensitive to the case
where the neutralino decays into a hidden state Ỹ with
somewhat higher mass than the dark photon. The Ỹ may
cascade down to the darkino through other hidden states
which may be long-lived and can result in the emission of
highly collimated low energy SM particles, some of which
could be leptons. Most of the energy of the Ỹ will stay in
the hidden sector and therefore the high E/

T

should not
be substantially reduced. This analysis is also sensitive
to another possible scenario, proposed in [13], in which a
light axion that decays into muon pairs takes the place
of the dark photon in the decays described above.

Data for this analysis correspond to an integrated lu-
minosity of 4.1 fb�1 after application of data quality
and trigger requirements. Events must satisfy a set of
high transverse energy (E

T

), single electromagnetic (EM)
cluster triggers which are fully e�cient for photons with
E

T

> 30 GeV.
EM clusters are selected from calorimeter clusters,

built using the simple cone algorithm of radius R =p
(�⌘)2 + (��)2 = 0.4 [14], by requiring that the frac-

tion of the energy deposited in the EM section of the
calorimeter, EM

frac

, is above 95% and the calorimeter
isolation variable I = [E

tot

(0.4) � E
EM

(0.2)]/E
EM

(0.2)
is less than 0.2, where E

tot

(0.4) is the total energy in
a cone of radius R = 0.4, corrected for the underlying
event contribution, and E

EM

(0.2) is the EM energy in
a cone of radius R = 0.2, which is taken to be the EM
cluster energy.

Photon candidates are selected from central calorime-
ter (|⌘| < 1.1) EM clusters which have (i) EM

frac

> 97%,
(ii) I < 0.07, (iii) a shower shape consistent with that
of a photon, and (iv) the scalar sum of the transverse

CDF: “Search for Dark Photons from SUSY Hidden Valleys”

High multiplicities
Low mass resonances
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1. Energy

• Specialized techniques: displaced 
vertices

limits 

G. Watts (UW/Seattle) 21 

equal systematic error 
contributions from 
theory and efficiency 
verification for our 
signals. 

hidden valley 

G. Watts (UW/Seattle) 9 

Weakly 

Coupled 

the 𝜋  is long lived 

it decays late in the detector 

Phys.Lett.B651:374-379,2007 (M. Strassler, K. Zurek) 

g 

g 

𝑏 

𝑏 

𝑏 

𝑏 

𝜋  

𝜋  

ℎ/ℎ  mixing 

𝑍/𝑍  mixing 

Search for long-lived neutral particles

Decays in EM calo
Decays in hadronic calo
Decays in muon spect
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But sometimes it’s not 
effective ....

• Monojet searches assume an EFT and 
don’t consider direct constraints

CDF 1 fb-1

ATLAS LowPT cut

ATLAS VeryHighPT cut

ATLAS HighPT cut
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Figure 4: Monojet constraints on direct detection cross sections in the case of small MZ0 , assuming
gZ0 = gD and M� = 5 GeV.

shown in Table. 2. They did a binned study in the signal region, and they translated

their constraints on the generator level rate of the monojet + MET in the signal region for

mediator masses of 100 GeV and 10 TeV, respectively. To incorporate it into our study

with general mediator masses other than the two chosen values, we do a interpolation to

get the corresponding constraints. The corresponding constraints on direct detection cross

section is shown as the dotted black curve in Fig. 3, where we can see that the new cuts

is di↵erent from the one set by ATLAS with VeryHighPT cuts and the previous CDF cuts

with 1 fb�1.

For very large M
Z

0 , we can e↵ectively integrate out the Z 0. The resulting contact interac-

tion provides a good approximation even at LHC energies. In this limit, both the direct

detection and monojet+MET cross sections depend on the same combination g2
Z

0g2
D

/M4

Z

0 ,

therefore the limits shown in Fig. 3 approach a constant value for very large M
Z

0 . We can

also see that the contact-interaction limit is reached at larger M
Z

0 for searches at higher

energies and more sensitive cuts, as expected. The limits become stronger for interme-

diate values of M
Z

0 , since in this regime, the Z 0 can be produced on-shell, leading to a

significantly enhanced cross section for the monojet+MET process. When Z 0 mass is com-

parable or less than the kinematical cuts used in the searches, the monojet+MET cross

section starts to be less sensitive to M
Z

0 . In this regime, the monojet searches are e↵ec-

tively setting limits on g2
Z

0 , while direct detection still depends on g2
Z

0g2
D

/M4

Z

0 . Therefore,

the limits becomes weaker in this range of M
Z

0 , as shown in Fig. 3. The constraints for

very small M
Z

0 is shown in Fig. 4. We see that in this case, the constraints from collider

searches are weak, mainly due to the M�4

Z

0 dependence on the direct detection cross section.

As we will see later in this paper, the collider search to Z 0-like resonances can not provide

useful constraint in this regime either. It remains a challenge to find better probes for

such light Z 0 with only hadronic decay modes. The “kink” feature in Fig. 4 is due to the

threshold e↵ect around the point at which 2M
�

> M
Z

0 , where the signal process can only

proceed through an o↵-shell Z 0.

– 9 –

Wang and An
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FIG. 2: Representative Feynman diagrams (at the parton level) for the processes pp ! XX̄+ jet (left), pp ! !!̄+ jet (center),
and pp ! l+! + jet (right).

III. COLLIDER SIGNAL AND BACKGROUND

A. Processes

Our e!ective theory for WIMP – SM interactions leads to the production of WIMPs at colliders through the process

pp (pp̄) ! XX̄. (4)

However, this process is worthless as a discovery mode at a hadron collider because it contains no visible trace that a
hard scattering took place at all. Consequently, we turn to the process in which WIMPs are produced together with
a hard parton,2

pp (pp̄) ! XX̄ + jets. (5)

While this process is formally higher order in perturbation theory, the hard jet(s) of hadrons provides a trigger that
a hard scattering actually took place, with the WIMPs “seen” as missing momentum against which the jet recoils.
The dominant SM physics backgrounds consist of electroweak processes, such as Z + jets, where the Z decays into

a pair of neutrinos,

pp (pp̄) ! !!̄ + jets, (6)

as well as W± + jets where the W decays into a neutrino and a charged lepton,

pp (pp̄) ! l!!̄ + jets and pp (pp̄) ! l+! + jets, (7)

and the charged lepton either falls outside of the acceptance range of the detector or is lost inside a jet. At the LHC,
we also consider the background from tt̄ production:

pp ! tt̄ ! W+b W!b̄, (8)

whose decays again produce W bosons. There are additional “QCD” backgrounds that arise from purely strong-
interaction processes in which mismeasurement leads to fake missing transverse momentum. This background depends
intricately on the details of the detector, and is beyond the scope of our ability to model properly. That said, we will
apply sti! missing momentum cuts and require the leading jet to be acollinear with the missing transverse momentum.
Both cuts should help minimize the sensitivity to detector details on our search proposal.
Representative parton-level Feynman diagrams for signal and electroweak background processes are shown in Fig.

2. We simulate the signal and background events using the MadEvent package [14], in which we have implemented
a Dirac fermion WIMP which interacts with the SM through the maverick interaction of Eq. (2). After MadEvent
generates the hard scattering process, Pythia [15] is called to simulate parton showering and hadronization, and PGS
(with the generic Tevatron and LHC detector models) provides an estimate of the detector e!ects [16].
While the dominant corrections to the kinematics from higher orders of perturbation theory are captured by the

parton shower, higher order contributions also correct the over-all rates of the processes. We improve our estimates
by applying a flat K-factor to the SM background rates,

K-factor =
"NLO

"LO
. (9)

2 Recently, Ref. [11] studied WIMPs produced at the LHC together with a hard photon.
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2. Intensity

• Light, weakly coupled objects
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FIG. 1: Left: Existing constraints on an A

0. Shown are constraints from electron and muon anomalous magnetic moment
measurements, ae and aµ, the BaBar search for ⌥(3S) ! �µ

+
µ

�, three beam dump experiments, E137, E141, and E774,
and supernova cooling (SN). These constraints are discussed further in Section III. Right: Existing constraints are shown in
gray, while the various lines — light green (upper) solid, red short-dashed, purple dotted, blue long-dashed, and dark green
(lower) solid — show estimates of the regions that can be explored with the experimental scenarios discussed in Section IVA–
IVE, respectively. The discussion in IV focuses on the five points labeled “A” through “E”. The orange stripe denotes the
“D-term” region introduced in section IIA, in which simple models of dark matter interacting with the A

0 can explain the
annual modulation signal reported by DAMA/LIBRA. Along the thin black line, the A

0 proper lifetime c⌧ = 80µm, which is
approximately the ⌧ proper lifetime.

energy e

+

e

� colliders are a powerful laboratory for the
study of an A

0 with ✏ & 10�4 and mass above ⇠ 200
MeV, particularly in sectors with multiple light states
[32, 33, 34, 35, 36]. Their reach in ✏ is limited by lu-
minosity and irreducible backgrounds. However, an A

0

can also be produced through bremsstrahlung o↵ an elec-
tron beam incident on a fixed target [34]. This approach
has several virtues over colliding-beam searches: much
larger luminosities, of O(1 ab�1

/day) can be achieved,
scattering cross-sections are enhanced by nuclear charge
coherence, and the resulting boosted final states can be
observed with compact special-purpose detectors.

Past electron “beam-dump” experiments, in which a
detector looks for decay products of rare penetrating par-
ticles behind a stopped electron beam, constrain & 10
cm vertex displacements and ✏ & 10�7. The thick shield
needed to stop beam products limits these experiments to
long decay lengths, so thinner targets are needed to probe
shorter displacements (larger ✏ and m

A

0). However, beam
products easily escape thin targets and constitute a chal-
lenging background in downstream detectors.

The five benchmark points labeled “A” through “E”
in Figure 1 (right) require di↵erent approaches to these
challenges, discussed in Section IV. We have estimated
the reach of each scenario, summarized in Figure 1
(right), in the context of electron beams with 1–6 GeV
energies, nA–µA average beam currents, and run times
⇠ 106 s. Such beams can be found for example at the

Thomas Je↵erson National Accelerator Facility (JLab),
the SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory, the electron
accelerator ELSA, and the Mainzer Mikrotron (MAMI).

The scenarios for points A and E use 100 MeV–1 GeV
electron beam dumps, with more complete event recon-
struction or higher-current beams than previous dump
experiments. Low-mass, high-✏ regions (e.g. B and C)
produce boosted A

0 and forward decay products with
mm–cm displaced vertices. Our approaches exploit very
forward silicon-strip tracking to identify these vertices,
while maintaining reasonable occupancy — a limiting
factor. At still higher ✏, no displaced vertices are re-
solvable and one must take full advantage of the kine-
matic properties of the signal and background processes,
including the recoiling electron, using either the forward
geometries of B and C or a wider-angle spectrometer (e.g.
for point D). Spectrometers operating at various labora-
tories appear capable of probing this final region.

We focus on the case where the A

0 decays directly to
Standard Model fermions, but the past experiments and
proposed scenarios are also sensitive (with di↵erent ex-
clusions) if the A

0 decays to lighter U(1)0-charged scalars,
and to direct production of axion-like states.

Outline

In Section II, we summarize the properties of A

0 pro-
duction through bremsstrahlung in fixed-target colli-

2

sions. Constraints from past experiments and from neu-
trino emission by SN 1987A are presented in Section III.
In Section IV, we describe the five new experimental sce-
narios and estimate the limiting backgrounds. We con-
clude in Section V with a summary of the prospects for
new experiments. More detailed formulas, which we use
to calculate our expected search reaches, and a more de-
tailed discussion of some of the backgrounds, are given
in Appendices A, B, and C .

II. THE PHYSICS OF NEW U(1) VECTORS IN
FIXED TARGET COLLISIONS

A. Theoretical Preliminaries

Consider the Lagrangian

L = L
SM

+ ✏

Y

F

Y,µ⌫

F

0
µ⌫

+
1
4
F

0,µ⌫

F

0
µ⌫

+ m

2

A

0A
0µ

A

0
µ

, (3)

where L
SM

is the Standard Model Lagrangian, F

0
µ⌫

=
@

[µ

A

0
⌫]

, and A

0 is the gauge field of a massive dark U(1)0

gauge group [1]. The second term in (3) is the kinetic
mixing operator, and ✏ ⇠ 10�8 � 10�2 is naturally gen-
erated by loops at any mass scale of heavy fields charged
under both U(1)0 and U(1)

Y

; the lower end of this range
is obtained if one or both U(1)’s are contained in grand-
unified (GUT) groups, since then ✏ is only generated by
two-or three-loop GUT-breaking e↵ects.

A simple way of analyzing the low-energy e↵ects of the
A

0 is to treat kinetic mixing as an insertion of p

2

g

µ⌫

�p

µ

p

⌫

in Feynman diagrams, making it clear that the A

0 couples
to the electromagnetic current of the Standard Model
through the photon. This picture also clarifies, for ex-
ample, that new interactions induced by kinetic mixing
must involve a massive A

0 propagator, and that e↵ects
of mixing with the Z-boson are further suppressed by
1/m

2

Z

. Equivalently, one can redefine the photon field
A

µ ! A

µ+✏A

0µ as in [37], which removes the kinetic mix-
ing term and generates a coupling eA

µ

J

µ

EM

� ✏eA

0
µ

J

µ

EM

of the new gauge boson to electrically charged particles
(here ✏ ⌘ ✏

Y

cos ✓

W

). Note that this does not induce
electromagnetic millicharges for particles charged under
the A

0. The parameters of concern in this paper are ✏

and m

A

0 .
We now explain the orange stripe in Figure 1 — see

[3, 4, 5] for more details. In a supersymmetric theory,
the kinetic mixing operator induces a mixing between
the D-terms associated with U(1)0 and U(1)

Y

. The hy-
percharge D-term gets a vacuum expectation value from
electroweak symmetry breaking and induces a weak-scale
e↵ective Fayet-Iliopoulos term for U(1)0. Consequently,
the Standard Model vacuum can break the U(1)0 in the
presence of light U(1)0-charged degrees of freedom, giving
the A

0 a mass,

m

A

0 ⇠ p✏g

D

p
g

Y

m

W

g

2

, (4)

e�e�

Z

A0

�

FIG. 2: A

0 production by bremsstrahlung o↵ an incoming
electron scattering o↵ protons in a target with atomic number
Z.

`+

`�

`+

`�

e�

Z Z

e�

(a) (b)

FIG. 3: (a) �

⇤ and (b) Bethe-Heitler trident reactions that
comprise the primary QED background to A

0 ! `

+
`

� search
channels.

where g

D

, g

Y

, and g

2

are the the U(1)0, U(1)
Y

, and
Standard Model SU(2)

L

gauge couplings, respectively,
and m

W

is the W-boson mass. Equation (4) relates
✏ and m

A

0 as indicated by the orange stripe in Figure
1 for g

D

⇠ 0.1 � 1. This region is not only theoret-
ically appealing, but also roughly corresponds to the
region in which the annual modulation signal observed
by DAMA/LIBRA can be explained by dark matter,
charged under the U(1)0, scattering inelastically o↵ nuclei
through A

0 exchange. We therefore include these lines for
reference in our plots.

B. A

0 Production in Fixed-Target Collisions

A

0 particles are generated in electron collisions on a
fixed target by a process analogous to ordinary pho-
ton bremsstrahlung, see Figure 2. This can be reli-
ably estimated in the Weizsäcker-Williams approxima-
tion (see Appendix A for more details) [38, 39, 40].
When the incoming electron has energy E

0

, the di↵er-
ential cross-section to produce an A

0 of mass m

A

0 with
energy E

A

0 ⌘ xE

0

is

d�

dxd cos ✓

A

0
⇡ 8Z

2

↵

3

✏

2

E

2

0

x

U

2

Log

⇥

(1� x +

x

2

2
)� x(1� x)m2

A

0

�
E

2

0

x ✓

2

A

0

�

U

2

�
(5)

where Z is the atomic number of the target atoms,
↵ ' 1/137, ✓

A

0 is the angle in the lab frame between the
emitted A

0 and the incoming electron, the Log (⇠ 5� 10

3

Bjorken, Essig, Schuster, Toro
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2. Intensity

• Light, weakly coupled objects
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FIG. 1: Left: Existing constraints on an A

0. Shown are constraints from electron and muon anomalous magnetic moment
measurements, ae and aµ, the BaBar search for ⌥(3S) ! �µ

+
µ

�, three beam dump experiments, E137, E141, and E774,
and supernova cooling (SN). These constraints are discussed further in Section III. Right: Existing constraints are shown in
gray, while the various lines — light green (upper) solid, red short-dashed, purple dotted, blue long-dashed, and dark green
(lower) solid — show estimates of the regions that can be explored with the experimental scenarios discussed in Section IVA–
IVE, respectively. The discussion in IV focuses on the five points labeled “A” through “E”. The orange stripe denotes the
“D-term” region introduced in section IIA, in which simple models of dark matter interacting with the A

0 can explain the
annual modulation signal reported by DAMA/LIBRA. Along the thin black line, the A

0 proper lifetime c⌧ = 80µm, which is
approximately the ⌧ proper lifetime.

energy e

+

e

� colliders are a powerful laboratory for the
study of an A

0 with ✏ & 10�4 and mass above ⇠ 200
MeV, particularly in sectors with multiple light states
[32, 33, 34, 35, 36]. Their reach in ✏ is limited by lu-
minosity and irreducible backgrounds. However, an A

0

can also be produced through bremsstrahlung o↵ an elec-
tron beam incident on a fixed target [34]. This approach
has several virtues over colliding-beam searches: much
larger luminosities, of O(1 ab�1

/day) can be achieved,
scattering cross-sections are enhanced by nuclear charge
coherence, and the resulting boosted final states can be
observed with compact special-purpose detectors.

Past electron “beam-dump” experiments, in which a
detector looks for decay products of rare penetrating par-
ticles behind a stopped electron beam, constrain & 10
cm vertex displacements and ✏ & 10�7. The thick shield
needed to stop beam products limits these experiments to
long decay lengths, so thinner targets are needed to probe
shorter displacements (larger ✏ and m

A

0). However, beam
products easily escape thin targets and constitute a chal-
lenging background in downstream detectors.

The five benchmark points labeled “A” through “E”
in Figure 1 (right) require di↵erent approaches to these
challenges, discussed in Section IV. We have estimated
the reach of each scenario, summarized in Figure 1
(right), in the context of electron beams with 1–6 GeV
energies, nA–µA average beam currents, and run times
⇠ 106 s. Such beams can be found for example at the

Thomas Je↵erson National Accelerator Facility (JLab),
the SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory, the electron
accelerator ELSA, and the Mainzer Mikrotron (MAMI).

The scenarios for points A and E use 100 MeV–1 GeV
electron beam dumps, with more complete event recon-
struction or higher-current beams than previous dump
experiments. Low-mass, high-✏ regions (e.g. B and C)
produce boosted A

0 and forward decay products with
mm–cm displaced vertices. Our approaches exploit very
forward silicon-strip tracking to identify these vertices,
while maintaining reasonable occupancy — a limiting
factor. At still higher ✏, no displaced vertices are re-
solvable and one must take full advantage of the kine-
matic properties of the signal and background processes,
including the recoiling electron, using either the forward
geometries of B and C or a wider-angle spectrometer (e.g.
for point D). Spectrometers operating at various labora-
tories appear capable of probing this final region.

We focus on the case where the A

0 decays directly to
Standard Model fermions, but the past experiments and
proposed scenarios are also sensitive (with di↵erent ex-
clusions) if the A

0 decays to lighter U(1)0-charged scalars,
and to direct production of axion-like states.

Outline

In Section II, we summarize the properties of A

0 pro-
duction through bremsstrahlung in fixed-target colli-
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FIG. 4. Top: Background-only model p-value versus A0 mass.
Middle: Shaded gray region denotes 90% confidence limit, 50%
power-constrained allowed region [23]. 90% confidence upper limit
is shown in solid blue (dotted blue) when it is above (below) the ex-
pected limit (gray dashed). Red solid line denotes the best-fit for
the number of signal events S. For comparison, dot-dashed line in-
dicates contribution of statistical uncertainty to expected sensitivity,
if background shape were known exactly. Bottom: 90% confidence,
50% power-constrained, and expected limits as above, here quoted in
terms of ratio of signal strength upper-limit to the QED background,
B, in a 1-MeV window around each A0 mass hypothesis.

candidate masses within 15 MeV of the upper or lower bound-
aries, for which a window of equal size touching the boundary
is used. A binned profile likelihood ratio (PLR) is computed
as a function of signal strength S at the candidate mass, using
0.05 MeV bins. The PLR is used to derive the local prob-
ability (p-value) at S = 0 (i.e. the probability of a larger
PLR arising from statistical fluctuations in the background-
only model) and a 90%-confidence upper limit on the sig-
nal. We define the sensitivity of the search in terms of a 50%
power-constraint [23], which means we do not regard a value
of S as excluded if it falls below the expected limit. This pro-
cedure is repeated in steps of 0.25MeV. A global p-value,
corrected for the “look-elsewhere effect”, (the fact that an ex-
cess of events anywhere in the range can mimic a signal), is
derived from the lowest local p-value observed over the full
mass range, and calibrated using simulated experiments.

We find no evidence of an A0 signal. The p-value for the
background model and upper bound on the absolute yield
of A0 ! e+e� signal events (consistent with the data and
background model) are shown in Fig. 4. The invariant-mass-
dependent limit is ' 200 � 1000 signal events at 90% confi-
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FIG. 5. The 90% confidence upper limit on ↵0/↵ versus A0 mass
for the APEX test run (solid blue). Shown are existing 90% confi-
dence level limits from the muon anomalous magnetic moment aµ

(fine hatched) [7], KLOE (solid gray) [14], the result reported by
Mainz (solid green) [18], and an estimate using a BaBar result (wide
hatched) [2, 12]. Between the red line and fine hatched region, the
A0 can explain the observed discrepancy between the calculated and
measured muon anomalous magnetic moment [7] at 90% confidence
level. The full APEX experiment will roughly cover the entire area
of the plot.

dence. The most significant excess, at 224.5MeV, has a local
p-value of 0.6%; the associated global p-value is 40% (i.e. in
the absence of a signal, 40% of prepared experiments would
observe a more significant effect due to fluctuations).

To translate the limit on signal events into an upper limit on
the coupling ↵0 with minimal systematic errors from accep-
tance and trigger efficiencies, we use a ratio method, normal-
izing A0 production to the measured QED trident rate. We dis-
tinguish between three components of the QED trident back-
ground: radiative tridents Fig. 1 (b), Bethe-Heitler tridents
Fig. 1 (c), and their interference diagrams (not shown). The
A0 signal and radiative trident fully differential cross sections
are simply related [2], and the ratio f of the radiative-only
cross section to the full trident cross section can be reliably
computed in Monte Carlo: f varies linearly from 0.21 to 0.25
across the APEX mass range, with a systematic uncertainty of
0.01, which dominates over Monte Carlo statistics and pos-
sible next-to-leading order QED effects. The 50% power-
constrained limit on signal yield S

max

and trident background
yield per unit mass, �B/�m, evaluated in a 1 MeV range
around m

A

0 , determines an upper limit on ↵0/↵,
✓
↵0

↵

◆

max

=

✓
S
max

/m
A

0

f · �B/�m

◆
⇥
✓
2Neff ↵

3⇡

◆
,

where Ne↵ counts the number of available decay chan-
nels (Ne↵ = 1 for m

A

0 < 2m
µ

, and increases to ' 1.6 at
m

A

0 ' 250 MeV). The resulting limit, accounting in addition
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Expected limit of this run: 

 expectedσ 2 ±
 expectedσ 1 ±

FIG. 3: New result on spin-independent WIMP-nucleon scat-
tering from XENON100: The expected sensitivity of this run
is shown by the green/yellow band (1�/2�) and the result-
ing exclusion limit (90% CL) in blue. For comparison, other
experimental results are also shown [19–22], together with
the regions (1�/2�) preferred by supersymmetric (CMSSM)
models [18].

the benchmark region fluctuates to 2 events is 26.4% and
confirms this conclusion.

A 90% confidence level exclusion limit for spin-
independent WIMP-nucleon cross sections �� is calcu-
lated, assuming an isothermal WIMP halo with a lo-
cal density of ⇢� = 0.3GeV/c3, a local circular veloc-
ity of v0 = 220 km/s, and a Galactic escape velocity of
vesc = 544 km/s [17]. Systematic uncertainties in the en-
ergy scale as described by the Le↵ parametrization of [6]
and in the background expectation are profiled out and
represented in the limit. Poisson fluctuations in the num-
ber of PEs dominate the S1 energy resolution and are
also taken into account along with the single PE resolu-
tion. The expected sensitivity of this dataset in absence
of any signal is shown by the green/yellow (1�/2�) band
in Fig. 3. The new limit is represented by the thick blue
line. It excludes a large fraction of previously unexplored
parameter space, including regions preferred by scans of
the constrained supersymmetric parameter space [18].

The new XENON100 data provide the most strin-
gent limit for m� > 8GeV/c2 with a minimum of
� = 2.0 ⇥ 10�45 cm2 at m� = 55GeV/c2. The max-
imum gap analysis uses an acceptance-corrected expo-
sure of 2323.7 kg⇥days (weighted with the spectrum of a
100GeV/c2 WIMP) and yields a result which agrees with
the result of Fig. 3 within the known systematic di↵er-
ences. The new XENON100 result continues to challenge
the interpretation of the DAMA [19], CoGeNT [20], and
CRESST-II [21] results as being due to scalar WIMP-
nucleon interactions.
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Scattering through the Z boson: ruled out

Next important benchmark:
Scattering through the Higgs

�n ⇠ 10�39 cm2

�n � 10�45�46 cm2
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Cosmic Intensity 
Frontier for Neutralino

• Make the Neutralino a 
pure state -- coupling 
to Higgs vanishes

• However, Wino and 
Higgsino pure states 
can be probed by 
indirect detection
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FIG. 2. Upper limits on !-ray flux from monochromatic line
signatures, derived from the CGH region (red arrows with
full data points) and from extragalactic observations (black
arrows with open data points). For both data sets, the solid
black lines show the mean expected limits derived from a large
number of statistically randomized simulations of fake back-
ground spectra, and the gray bands denote the corresponding
68% CL regions for these limits. Black crosses denote the flux
levels needed for a statistically significant line detection in the
CGH dataset.
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FIG. 3. Flux upper limits on spectral features arising from
the emission of a hard photon in the DM annihilation pro-
cess. Limits are exemplary shown for features of comparable
shape to those arising in the models BM2 and BM4 given in
[14]. The monochromatic line limits, assuming m! = E" , are
shown for comparison.

20%, depending on the energy and the statistics in the
individual spectrum bins. The maximum shift is ob-
served in the extragalactic limit curve and amounts to
40%. In total, the systematic error on the flux upper
limits is estimated to be about 50%. All flux upper
limits were cross-checked using an alternative analysis
framework [24], with an independent calibration of cam-
era pixel amplitudes, and a di!erent event reconstruction
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FIG. 4. Limits on the velocity-weighted cross section for DM
annihilation into two photons calculated from the CGH flux
limits (red arrows with full data points). The Einasto density
profile with parameters described in [20] was used. Limits ob-
tained by Fermi-LAT, assuming the Einasto profile as well, are
shown for comparison (black arrows with open data points)
[15].

and event selection method, leading to results well con-
sistent within the quoted systematic error.
For the Einasto parametrization of the DM density

distribution in the Galactic halo [20], limits on the
velocity-weighted DM annihilation cross section into !
rays, !"v"!!!"" , are calculated from the CGH flux limits
using the astrophysical factors given in [8]. The result is
shown in Fig. 4 and compared to recent results obtained
at GeV energies with the Fermi-LAT instrument.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

For the first time, a search for spectral !-ray signatures
at very-high energies was performed based on H.E.S.S.
observations of the central Milky Way halo region and ex-
tragalactic sky. Both regions of interest exhibit a reduced
dependency of the putative DM annihilation flux on the
actual DM density profile. Upper limits on monochro-
matic !-ray line signatures were determined for the first
time for energies between # 500GeV and # 25TeV, cov-
ering an important region of the mass range of particle
DM. Additionally, limits were obtained on spectral sig-
natures arising from internal bremsstrahlung processes,
as predicted by the models BM2 and BM4 of [14]. It
should be stressed that the latter results are valid for
all spectral signatures of comparable shape. Besides, all
limits also apply for potential signatures in the spectrum
of cosmic-ray electrons and positrons.
Flux limits on monochromatic line emission from the

central Milky Way halo were used to calculate upper lim-
its on !"v"!!!"" . Limits are obtained in a neutralino
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Figure 5: Annihilation cross sections (!v) to "" and W+W! when #m = 0.1, 1 GeV for

both the triplet and the doublet EWIMPs. Here, v/c = 10!3. The leading-order cross

sections in perturbation are also shown for #m = 0 (broken lines).

2!̃0 and !̃+!̃! have attractive and repulsive states, whose potential energies are
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(56)

where pc and vc are defined by pc =
!

2'2m/mW and vc =
!

32'2mW /9m, respec-

tively.

If the kinetic energy of the EWIMP pair is much larger than the potential energy

(v $ vc) or the electroweak potential is point-like (pc % 1), the cross sections
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Always a Way Around

• Tune away the coupling 
to the Higgs

• Smaller cross-sections 
correspond to more 
tuning in the neutralino 
components
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Figure 17: The gray shaded areas depict target regions in the (m�, �SI

) plane for thermal
bino/Higgsino DM, superimposed on the current limit from XENON100 and the projected
reaches for LUX and XENON1T. The edge of these gray regions at low m� results from the LEP
requirement of |µ| & 100 GeV, while the largest value of m�, just above 1 TeV, corresponds to
pure Higgsino LSP, and is present for both signs of µ. The upper dark shaded region is for µ > 0
(here we fix M

1

> 0) with the upper (lower) edge corresponding to low (high) tan �. Much of the
low mass part of this region has been excluded by XENON100. The lower two regions, shaded
in lighter gray, are for µ < 0. The boundary between the µ > 0 and µ < 0 regions occurs at
large tan�, where the sign of µ becomes unphysical. In the µ < 0 regions the cross-section falls
as tan � is reduced towards its value at the blind spot, where M

1

+ sin 2� µ = 0. The contour
between the two µ < 0 regions is given by |M

1

+ µ sin 2�| = 0.1M
1

, roughly corresponding to
a 10% fine-tuning in the scattering amplitude. In the lower region, for each order of magnitude
further reduction in the cross-section, a factor of

p
10 more fine-tuning is required.

of Fig. (7). Pure Higgsino thermal dark matter will also evade discovery for M
1

> 2 TeV, as
shown by the vertical brown bands in Fig. (5).

Fig. (6) depicts current limits and projected reaches for bino/Higgsino LSP which is just
one component of multi-component DM. Present constraints are quite weak, but LUX and
XENON1T will probe the fraction of LSP dark matter powerfully, especially at low LSP mass,
although with the usual blind spot caveat at low tan �.

The more general case of bino/wino/Higgsino DM is shown schematically in Fig. (10), and
contains the interesting possibility of bino/wino thermal DM. Fig. (11) shows the present limits
and future reach for non-thermal production in a slice of parameter space. While three of the
four quadrants are a↵ected by blind spots and are currently unconstrained by direct detection,
all four quadrants will be significantly probed by XENON1T and LUX. Fig. (12) shows the same
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m� condition signs

M
1

M
1

+ µ sin 2� = 0 sign(M
1

/µ) = �1
M

2

M
2

+ µ sin 2� = 0 sign(M
2

/µ) = �1
�µ tan � = 1 sign(M

1,2/µ) = �1⇤

M
2

M
1

= M
2

sign(M
1,2/µ) = �1

Table 1: Table of SI blind spots, which occur when the DM coupling to the Higgs vanishes
at tree-level. The first and second columns indicate the DM mass and blind spot condition,
respectively. All blind spots require relative signs among parameters, as emphasized in the
third column. ⇤For the third row, the blind spot requires that µ and M

1

(M
2

) have opposite
signs when M

2

(M
1

) is heavy.

of any of neutralino to the Higgs boson can then be obtained by replacing v ! v+h, as dictated
by low-energy Higgs theorems [45, 46]:

Lh�� =
1

2
m�i(v + h)�i�i (13)

=
1

2
m�i(v)�i�i +

1

2

@m�i(v)

@v
h�i�i +O(h2), (14)

which implies that @m�i(v)/@v = ch�i�i [47, 48].
Consider the characteristic equation satisfied by one of the eigenvalues m�i(v),

det(M� � 1m�i(v)) = 0. (15)

Di↵erentiating the left-hand side with respect to v and setting @m�i(v)/@v = ch�i�i = 0, one
then obtains a new equation which defines when the neutralino of mass m�i(v) has a vanishing
coupling to the Higgs boson1:

(m�i(v) + µ sin 2�)

✓
m�i(v)�

1

2
(M

1

+M
2

+ cos 2✓W (M
1

�M
2

))

◆
= 0. (16)

The above equation implies that for regions in which ch�i�i = 0, m�i(v) is entirely independent
of v. At such cancellation points, m�i(v) = m�i(0), so the neutralino mass is equal to the mass
of a pure gaugino or Higgsino state and m�i(v) = M

1

,M
2

,�µ. As long as Eq. (16) holds for the
LSP mass, m�1(v), then the DM will have a vanishing coupling to the Higgs boson, yielding a
SI scattering blind spot. It is a nontrivial condition that Eq. (16) holds for the LSP, rather than
a heavier neutralino, because for some choices of parameters the DM retains a coupling to the
Higgs but one of the heavier neutralinos does not. We have identified these physically irrelevant
points and eliminated them from consideration. The remaining points are the SI scattering

1
We have checked that Eq. 16 can also be derived using analytical expressions for bilinears of the neutralino

diagonalization matrix from Ref. [49].
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3. Direct Detection is 
Cosmic Intensity Frontier

• Light, weakly coupled hidden sectors
• Applies to both mass of DM particle 

and the nature of the scattering process

Standard Model
Mp � 1 GeV

Dark Matter

?
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Light WIMPs: Asymmetric 
Dark Matter

• Standard picture: freeze-out of 
annihilation; baryon and DM 
number unrelated

• Accidental, or dynamically 
related?

nDM � nb

�DM � 5�bExperimentally,
Mechanism

mDM � 5mp
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Light WIMPs: Hidden 
Supersymmetric DM

DarkVisible

SUSY 
Breaking

Electroweak scale Smaller than electroweak scale

weak
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Light WIMPs: Good and 
Bad for Direct Detection

• Good: definite mass 
predictions

• Bad: prediction for scattering 
cross-section in direct 
detection model dependent

• For very light DM, scattering 
off electrons is most 
important process
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Figure 4: (Left) Nucleon scattering through a vector mediator. The green shaded region indicates the allowed
parameter space of direct detection cross sections. The lighter green region imposes the bound of thermal coupling
between the two sectors (“large width”) while the larger shaded region only requires mediator decay before BBN.
Also shown is the lower bound for the heavy mediator (m! ! mX) case. (Right) Electron scattering through a vector
mediator, for m! < mX (green) and m! ! mX (red); the intersection of the two regions is shaded brown. We show
the projected sensitivity of a Ge experiment, taken from [64]. Beam dump, supernova, and halo shape constraints
apply here and carve out the region of large !e at low mX . For more details, see the text. In the lighter green region,
the condition of thermal equilibrium between the visible and hidden sectors is imposed.

in this mass range if !µ decays dominantly to electrons, for which the e!ciency factor is f ! 1. For !µ

coupling primarily to quarks, f " 0.2 and CMB bounds don’t apply above mX ! 2 GeV. Then the minimum
annihilation cross section is #"v$ " #$2

X/m2
X " 10!25cm3/s, giving a bound of $X ! 5.2% 10!5(mX/GeV).

Requiring thermal equilibrium between the hidden and visible sectors, we take the bound on gq in Eq. (26),
with

&
ge! " 9. Combining the limits above results in a lower bound on the nucleon scattering cross section:

"n ! 10!48cm2 %
! mX

GeV

"4
#

GeV

m!

$6
! µn

0.5GeV

"2
. (34)

Since m! < mX , this quantity is saturated for any mX if we set m! to its maximum value of m! ! mX .
This bound is indicated by the “Large width” line in Fig. (4). Coincidentally, the lower limit here is similar
to the best achievable sensitivity for WIMP-nucleon scattering if the dominant irreducible background is
coherent scattering of atmospheric neutrinos o" of nuclei [71–73]. However, these studies focused on WIMP
DM; for light DM, solar neutrinos become much more important and the best achievable sensitivity may be
several orders of magnitude weaker.
The lower bound on "n given in Eq. (34) is derived by requiring the two sectors be in thermal equilibrium.

We may relax this assumption, and just demand the mediator decay by nucleosynthesis. This gives gq !
1.6 % 10!11

%

1 GeV/m!, as discussed in Section IVB. For such gq the two sectors are decoupled through
freezeout; then the relic density calculation is slightly more complicated and depends on the thermal history
of the sectors. The change in the relic density then modifies the bound on $X . We have checked that the
full calculation generally only changes the bound on $X by an O(1) factor [33], so here we take the bound
on $X from the large ! width case for simplicity. In this limit, the lower bound on "n is given by

"n ! 5% 10!54cm2 %
! mX

GeV

"

#

GeV

m!

$5
! µn

0.5GeV

"2
(35)
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3. Cosmic Frontier and 
Light DM

• CDMSLite

• CDMS Low Threshold

• Modified 
configurations of 
Xenon detectors for 
more light collection?

• CoGeNT

• COUPP
Let many flowers bloom!

• DAMIC

• DM Ice

• Helium Targets

• DNA Detectors

• .....

• How do we get to lower 
thresholds?
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3. Cosmic

• Simplest case: non-standard 
momentum dependence in scattering 
cross-section due to light mediator

• Dynamics in direct detection
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FIG. 2: left panel: Allowed regions (90 and 99% C.L., corresponding to purple and blue) for standard

spin-independent scattering, Q
Na

= 0.45, Q
Ge

from Eq. (18) with A
Q

= 0.85. DAMA regions are

shown in a darker color than the CoGeNT regions. A green band shows 90% exclusion regions

from XENON10 depending on the extrapolation of Le↵ below threshold (central values of [15] are

taken and extrapolated to remain constant (light dashed) below threshold, or to drop linearly to

zero (dark dashed)). CDMS-Si (red dot-dashed) and SIMPLE (short dashed) constraints are also

shown. right panel: Same as left panel, but with form factor from Eq. (12) and 20% threshold

uncertainty in CDMS-Si taken into account.

where 10�34 cm2 is approximately the size needed for �̃, from Fig. 3. A cross-section of
this size is not di�cult to generate. Consider a model with a Weyl fermions � and complex
scalar � with charges +1,�2, respectively. A second Weyl fermion �

c is present for anomaly
cancellation, but otherwise plays no role; we impose a Z2 symmetry under which � is odd
and all other fields are even in order to restrict the possible interactions of �c with �. The
allowed renormalizable interactions within the dark sector are then the following:

L � �̄�

µ

D

µ

�+ �̄

c

�

µ

D

µ

�

c + |D
µ

�|2 + V (|�|2) + ����+ �

0
�

⇤
�

c

�

c + h.c. (21)

We assume that � dynamically obtains a vev v = h�i ⇠ 10 GeV, which gives mass to � and
the dark gauge boson. The � mass term after symmetry-breaking is Majorana, which gives
a simple explanation for why the anapole operator dominates: the leading vector operator
�̄�

µ

�N̄�

µ

N vanishes for Majorana fermions. The dark Majorana particles can couple to the
dark force because the dark gauge group is broken. Other interactions of � with the dark
force are higher dimensional and therefore suppressed relative to the anapole interaction.
Parity is badly broken in the dark sector, and a dark electric dipole moment (EDM), while

11
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FIG. 3: left panel: Allowed regions (90 and 99% C.L.) for scattering through the anapole operator,

Q
Na

= 0.3, Q
Ge

from Eq. (17) with A
Q

= 1, and form factor from Eq. (11). DAMA regions are

shown in a darker color than the CoGeNT regions. A green band shows 90% exclusion regions

from XENON10 depending on the extrapolation of Le↵ below threshold (central values of [15] are

taken and extrapolated to remain constant (light dashed) below threshold, or to drop linearly to

zero (dark dashed)). CDMS-Si (red dot-dashed) and SIMPLE (short dashed) constraints are also

shown. right panel: Same as left panel, but with Q
Na

= 0.45 and 20% threshold uncertainty in

CDMS-Si taken into account.

higher-dimensional, has the same q

2 suppression as the anapole interaction. However, such
a dark EDM must be generated radiatively and therefore be phase-space suppressed relative
to the anapole.

The dark sector then interacts with the Standard Model through kinetic mixing ✏ of the
light dark force with field strength f

µ⌫

with hypercharge:

L � �1

4
f

µ⌫

f

µ⌫ + ✏f

µ⌫

B

µ⌫

. (22)

Then we find

�̃ = 10�34cm2

✓
✏

2⇥ 10�3

◆2 ✓100MeV

m

M

◆2 ✓8GeV

v

◆2

, (23)

where m
M

=
p
2g

D

v is the gauged messenger mass and g

D

is the dark gauge coupling. These
choices for ✏ and m

M

are consistent with the bounds on kinetic mixing.

The magnetic dipole operator may also be easily generated with a su�ciently large cross-
section. It arises quite naturally when the DM is a Dirac fermion composite. Consider the
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3. Cosmic

• Dynamics in astrophysical objects
• Self-interacting DM
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Resonant Dark Forces and Small Scale Structure
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(Dated: September 14, 2012)

A dark force can impact the cosmological history of dark matter (DM), both explaining observed cores in
dwarf galaxies and setting the DM relic density through annihilation to dark force bosons. For GeV – TeV DM
mass, DM self-scattering in dwarf galaxy haloes exhibits quantum mechanical resonances, analogous to a Som-
merfeld enhancement for annihilation. We show that a simple model of DM with a dark force can accommodate
all astrophysical bounds on self-interactions in haloes and explain the observed relic density, all through a single
coupling constant.

I. Introduction: The paradigm of cold, collisionless dark
matter (DM) has been extraordinarily successful in explaining
astrophysical observations of structure, from the recombina-
tion epoch to the present large scale structure of the Universe.
Nevertheless, it is expected that DM possesses some type of
interactions beyond gravity. Nongravitational interactions are
required to produce DM particles in the early Universe, and
ultimately determine the DM relic density observed today.

Additionally, it is unclear whether cold, collisionless DM
can successfully account for the small scale structure of
the Universe. Precision observations of dwarf galaxies by
THINGS show DM mass distributions with flat cores, com-
pared to steep cusps predicted by collisionless DM simula-
tions [1]. The gravitational effect of massive baryonic out-
flows from supernovae can potentially flatten central DM
cusps [2–4], but it is unknown whether this effect can ex-
plain the observed cores in other less luminous (more DM-
dominated) dwarf galaxies [5–8]. Another discrepancy is the
apparent underabundance of Milky Way (MW) satellite dwarf
galaxies, compared to predictions from collisionless DM sim-
ulations [9, 10]. The missing low mass satellites may simply
be fainter than expected if energy injection from astrophysi-
cal processes strips away interstellar gas and suppresses star
formation [11]. However, this mechanism cannot explain the
apparent absence of the most massive subhaloes predicted by
simulations [15] which are “too big to fail” in star formation
and are too dense to host any observed MW satellite, accord-
ing to their predicted stellar circular velocities [12, 13].

These small scale structure anomalies can be explained if
DM, denoted X , is self-interacting [16]. An elastic scat-
tering transfer cross section �T /mX ⇠ 1 � 10 cm2/g on
dwarf galaxy scales can generate central DM cores in dwarf
galaxies and subhaloes [17, 23].1 The most massive sub-
haloes from simulation can be reconciled with the observed
MW satellites since stellar circular velocities are reduced in
their central cores [12, 13]. At the same time, constraints
on MW and cluster scales from halo shapes [ref], gravita-
tional lensing arcs [ref], and the Bullet cluster [ref] constrain
�T /mX . 0.1 � 1 cm2/g on these scales, although ...[men-

tion Manoj et al]. (Moreover, Refs. [26, 27] have found evi-

1 We note 1 cm2/g ⇡ 2⇥ 10�24 cm2/GeV.

dence for central density cores in galaxy clusters through lens-
ing and stellar velocity studies.)

Given these results, it is important to explore the particle
physics nature of DM self-interactions. For typical weakly-
interacting DM models, self-scattering has a weak-scale cross
section, �T ⇠ 10

�36

cm

2, far too small to play a role in galac-
tic dynamics. Since a much larger cross section is required,
�T ⇠ 10

�24

cm

2 ⇥ (mX/GeV), several works [18–22] have
suggested the existence of a light dark force, denoted �. A per-
turbative calculation for DM self-scattering from � exchange
gives �T ⇡ 4⇡↵2

Xm2

X/m4

� at small velocity (v ⌧ m�/mX ),
where ↵X is the “dark fine structure constant.” This provides
a large enough cross section

�T ⇡ 5⇥ 10

�23

cm

2

⇣ ↵X

0.01

⌘
2

⇣ mX

10GeV

⌘
2

✓
10MeV

m�

◆
4

(1)
if � is light. At large velocities (v � m�/mX ), correspond-
ing to the Coulomb limit, the cross section falls as �T / v�4,
providing a mechanism to suppress self-interactions within
MW and cluster haloes compared to dwarf haloes [20]. Be-
yond Eq. (1), nonperturbative effects can become important;
however, previous work has largely focused specific param-
eter regimes where �T can be described through a classical

approximation and for an attractive force only [20, 21, 23].
Ref. [24] first studied quantum effects in DM self-scattering,
although within a limited context motivated by cosmic ray
anomalies.

In this Letter, we present a comprehensive picture of this
simple model of DM and dark forces, moving beyond pre-
vious studies in several respects: (i) A light dark force pro-
vides an efficient annihilation channel X ¯X ! �� in the early
Universe for setting the DM relic density today, and we show
that a single coupling ↵X can account for both the abundance
and small scale structure of DM. (ii) Within a large DM mass
range (mX ⇠ GeV � TeV), relic density and small scale
structure considerations point toward a nonperturbative “reso-
nant regime” where �T can exhibit quantum mechanical res-
onances, analogous to Sommerfeld enhancements for annihi-
lation. We compute �T numerically in this region. (iii) We
consider the case where � is a vector boson, allowing for at-
tractive and repulsive interactions. (iv) We confirm numeri-
cally the validity of classical approximations for �T used in
the literature for both attractive and repulsive forces [refs].

12 Cosmological Simulations of SIDM

based on number of collisions, but their scaled result is con-
tradicted by our direct simulations. We estimate that this
may be because they use a CDM value for the scale radius
and cNFW of dwarfs, and compare them to SIDM values
for their cluster. We find that !DM = 10!24 cm2GeV!1

produces NFW scale radii that are double that of CDM
(cf. Figure 6 and discussion); such a factor would go a long
way towards alleviating the discrepancy. Taking this into
account, we find the simulations of Yoshida et al. (2000b)
to be broadly consistent with ours.

Figure 13: Halo profile of the largest halo in our 643 simula-
tions, for a range of !DM values. Halos are progressively less
concentrated and have larger cores with increasing !DM.

In order to explore the high-!DM limit, we ran 643 sim-
ulations of SIDM with !DM = 10!25 ! 10!22 cm2GeV!1.
The most illustrative result is to compare the density pro-
file of the largest halo in all our 643 simulations, as shown
in Figure 13. As seen in Figure 1, there is a smooth
trend of increasing core radius with !DM. SIDM with
!DM = 10!25 cm2GeV!1 is quite similar to CDM, though
it may also have a core below our 2h!1kpc resolution limit.
Increasing !DM to 10!22 cm2GeV!1, we continue to see no
evidence for the development of an isothermal core due to
accelerated heat transfer. The reason is because the colli-
sions are so frequent in the outer portion of the halo that
a dense core cannot develop. Instead, collisions randomize
the dark matter velocities and prevent a smooth radial in-
flow required to generate a dense core. As dynamically hot
material accretes onto the halo, heat keeps flowing inward
and a large core is maintained. Our results are in better
agreement with Bryan as opposed to Moore et al. (2000)
and Yoshida et al. (2000a). This also illustrates why sim-
ulating SIDM beginning with an isolated cuspy Hernquist
profile may not be appropriate for large !DM; one should
at least begin with a halo profile that is self-consistently
stable for a few dynamic times.

7. SUMMARY

We present a set of cosmological self-interacting dark
matter simulations having cross-sections in the range fa-
vored by Spergel & Steinhardt (2000). Our simulations
include the growth of halos from linear fluctuations in a
random volume of the universe, with su!cient volume and
resolution to obtain a statistical sample of galactic halos
resolved to 1h!1kpc. We compare the resulting halos on
a case-by-case basis to those in a collisionless CDM simu-
lation having the same initial conditions.

Overall, SIDM is remarkably successful at reproducing

observations of the inner portions of dark matter halos
where CDM appears to fail. In particular, we find:

1. The inner slopes of SIDM with !DM =
10!23 cm2GeV!1 typical halos have " " !0.4 at
r # 1h!1kpc, with some scatter in ". Our CDM
halos have " " !1.5, in agreement with previ-
ous studies (e.g. Moore et al. 1999). SIDM with
!DM = 10!24 cm2GeV!1 is intermediate between
these cases, with median " " !0.9. SIDM is in
better agreement with a preliminary analysis of H"
rotation curves of low surface brightness galaxies
(Dalcanton & Bernstein 2000).

2. SIDM with !DM = 10!23 cm2GeV!1 produces cen-
tral densities #c # 0.01 M"pc!3 at 1h!1kpc, and
shows no trend with halo mass. SIDM with !DM =
10!24 cm2GeV!1 has somewhat higher #c values,
but remains fairly independent of mass. Conversely,
#c in CDM halos is much larger than observed, typi-
cally #> 0.1 M"pc!3 at 1h!1kpc, and shows a strong
trend with halo mass. With their steep profiles,
CDM halos are in significantly worse agreement at
smaller radii. SIDM is thus is in better agreement
with observations, as has also been argued by Fir-
mani et al. (2000a).

3. Simulations with SIDM having !DM =
10!24 cm2GeV!1 are intermediate between CDM
and SIDM with !DM = 10!23 cm2GeV!1, indi-
cating a smooth increase in the e"ect of SIDM
with cross section, a result that extends (using
lower-resolution simulations) from !DM = 10!25 $
10!22 cm2GeV!1. In particular, the generation
of singular isothermal halos is not seen in any
of the massive halos simulated, even for !DM =
10!22 cm2GeV!1. This suggests that the dynami-
cal process of halo growth in a cosmological setting
helps keep outer regions of halos hot and prevents
core collapse in a Hubble time.

4. We introduce a new mass concentration parameter
cM based on a more directly observable quantity,
the enclosed mass within tens of kpc. This halo con-
centration is significantly lower in SIDM models as
compared to CDM, providing an observationally ac-
cessible discriminant that is not dependent on fitting
a particular profile form. A rough estimate of cM for
the Milky Way, with large corrections for baryonic
e"ects, favors SIDM over CDM.

5. The central phase space density is lower in SIDM vs.
CDM mostly due to the reduction in #c. The veloc-
ity dispersions in the inner regions are quite similar.
Both SIDM and CDM are consistent with observa-
tions shown in Dalcanton & Hogan (2000), though
SIDM is mildly favored.

6. SIDM produces halos that are more spherical, espe-
cially in their inner regions, as compared to CDM.
In principle, this is one of the strongest tests of the
SIDM paradigm, as near the center any value of !DM

that has a non-negligible e"ect on the dark matter
distribution will increase the core sphericity, while
CDM cores are almost always significantly triaxial.

Dave, Spergel, Steinhardt, Wandelt2

ment for annihilation. We compute �T numerically in this
regime, for both attractive and repulsive potentials.

In the remainder of this Letter, we first present analytic
results on elastic scattering, and we discuss the integral part
played by the dark force to relic density considerations. Next
we present our results, showing the importance of the resonant
self-scattering regime for DM self-scattering phenomenology.
Lastly, we give our conclusions. Further details regarding res-
onant dark forces will be presented in a forthcoming publica-
tion [30].

II. DM Annihilation and Elastic Scattering: We consider a
Dirac fermion DM particle X , coupled to a dark force vector
boson � with mass m� via

L
int

= gX ¯X�µX�µ , (2)

where gX is the coupling constant. We assume that X is
weakly coupled to the SM (e.g., through kinetic mixing of �
with U(1)Y hypercharge so that X thermalizes with the visi-
ble sector in the early Universe. (It is also possible that X is
hidden from the visible sector and experiences its own thermal
history [26].)

DM freeze out is governed by the velocity-weighted anni-
hilation cross section for X ¯X ! ��, given by h�vi

an

⇡
⇡↵2

X/m2

X where ↵X ⌘ g2X/(4⇡). For symmetric DM,
where DM consists of equal densities of X and ¯X , we re-
quire h�vi

an

⇡ 6⇥ 10

�26

cm

3/s to obtain the observed relic
density. For asymmetric DM, the present DM density is deter-
mined by a primordial asymmetry between X and ¯X , in anal-
ogy to the baryon asymmetry [27]. In this case, we require
larger h�vi

an

to deplete the symmetric X, ¯X density, leav-
ing behind only the residual asymmetric X density as DM.
Thus, we have ↵X & 4 ⇥ 10

�5

(mX/GeV) with the lower
bound saturated for symmetric DM. Asymmetric DM allows
for a broader region of parameter space, since annihilation
X ¯X ! �� sufficient to set the relic density only places a
lower bound on ↵X , rather than fixing it to a particular value
as a function of mX .

In our model, the same dark force carrier � also mediates
DM self-interactions. Here, the relevant quantity is the scat-
tering cross section weighted by the momentum transfer, i.e.,

�T =

Z
d⌦ (1� cos ✓)

d�

d⌦
, (3)

where d�/d⌦ is the usual differential cross section. The non-
relativistic interaction between two DM particles mediated by
� is described a Yukawa potential

V (r) = ±↵X

r
e�m�r . (4)

Since � is a vector, XX ! XX scattering is repulsive (+),
while X ¯X ! X ¯X is attractive (�). For symmetric DM, both

attractive (X- ¯X) and repulsive (X-X or ¯X- ¯X) interactions
are present; for asymmetric DM, where DM consists of only
X after the freeze-out, self-interactions are only repulsive.

Since both scattering and annihilation occur through a
common interaction, the cross sections are related. In the
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FIG. 1: Velocity-dependence of �T for sample parameters within
different regimes. Blue line shows Born formula (6), in agreement
with numerical results (blue dots), for mX = 4 GeV, m� = 7.2
MeV, ↵X = 1.8⇥ 10�4. Green line shows classical formula (7), in
agreement with numerical results (stars), for mX = 2 TeV, m� = 1
MeV, ↵X = 0.05. Red lines show �T in the resonant regime for
mX = 100 GeV, ↵X = 3.4 ⇥ 10�3, illustrating s-wave resonance
(solid, m� = 205 MeV), p-wave resonance (dot-dashed, m� = 20
MeV), and s-wave antiresonance (dashed, m� = 77 MeV).

case where � is massless, the scattering cross section scales
roughly as �T ⇠ h�vi

an

/v4. If this relation holds to dwarf
scales (v ⇠ 10 km/s), the transfer cross section is �T /mX ⇠
10

3

cm

2/g (TeV/mX), which is too large compared to that
preferred by the simulation results [14, 24] unless the DM
mass is much larger than ⇠ 100 TeV. Therefore, a nonzero
m� is essential, softening the velocity-dependence of �T at
small v due to the finite range of the dark force.

The calculation of �T for a Yukawa potential with m� 6= 0

is non-trivial. We collect analytical results, where applicable,
in the appendix. Within the Born approximation (valid for
↵XmX/m� ⌧ 1), �T can be computed perturbatively. Out-
side the Born regime, multiple � scatterings lead to a nonper-
turbative modification of the DM two-body wavefunction, and
an analytical approximation has been obtained only within the
classical limit (mXv/m� � 1). However, outside the Born
and classical regimes, no analytic description is possible, and
one must compute �T by solving the the Schrödinger equa-
tion numerically using a partial wave analysis [25, 30]. Within
this “resonant” regime, �T exhibits a rich structure of quan-
tum mechanical resonances (for the attractive potential case).
Computing �T within this regime is crucial for understanding
for what parameters a dark force can explain simultaneously
small scale structure problems and the DM relic density.

To illustrate the different regimes and behaviors of DM self-
scattering, Fig. 1 shows �T /mX as a function of v for an
attractive potential, for several parameter choices. The blue
(green) line shows the analytic result for �T for a parame-
ter point within the Born (classical) regime; these formulae,
given in the Appendix, are in excellent agreement with our
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Questions?

• How much of the domestic program 
should be invested here?

• Is this a (partial) solution to investing 
all resources in large international 
collaborations on the energy frontier?  

• What is the suite of small to medium 
scale experiments that can have a big 
impact on “crazy” physics?
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